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PART VIII

SUPPLEMENTARY PETROLEUM DUTY

123 Increase of gross profit by reference to royalties in kind

(1) This section applies where part of a participator's share of the oil won and saved from
an oil field is delivered by him in a chargeable period to the Secretary of State pursuant
to a requirement imposed under the terms of a licence granted under the Petroleum
(Production) Act 1934.

(2) In determining for the purposes of the duty the gross profit accruing to the participator
from the field in the chargeable period the aggregate of the amounts mentioned in
section 2(5)(a), (b) and (c) of the principal Act shall be increased by multiplying it
by a fraction of which—

(a) the numerator is the total of the quantity of oil won from the field which is
delivered or relevantly appropriated by him in the period including the oil
delivered to the Secretary of State ; and

(b) the denominator is that total excluding the oil delivered to the Secretary of
State.

(3) Where oil is delivered pursuant to a requirement which relates to oil of one or more
kinds but not to others, subsection (2) above shall apply only in relation to oil of the
kind or kinds to which the requirement relates; and where oil is delivered pursuant to a
requirement which specifies different proportions in relation to different kinds of oil,
that subsection shall apply separately in relation to each of those kinds.

(4) For the purposes of section 2(5) of the principal Act as applied by this Part of this
Act the exclusion by paragraph 4 of Schedule 3 to that Act of oil delivered to the
Secretary of State under the terms of a licence granted under the said Act of 1934 shall
be deemed to extend to oil which is inadvertently delivered to him in excess of the
amount required; and oil so delivered shall be treated for the purposes of this section
as delivered pursuant to a requirement imposed under the terms of such a licence.


